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Bring the tiger into your home! 
Exceptional floor design with HARO Corkett Tigra 
 
Elegant and agile, a tiger stands out with its fascinating stripe 

patterned fur: he reigns supreme over the big cats. Individualists 

that are always on the lookout for that special touch when 

furnishing, can now put the "tiger" into their house. HARO Corkett 

Tigra provides the magic of a tiger skin on the living room floor. The 

result is a new, exclusive room feeling – unmistakably elegant in 

its vibrancy, just like the tiger and its stripes! 

 
His patterned fur inspired the development of this exclusive floor. It 

uses the lines of the fur's colours – an elegant black combined with 

a warm dark brown. Earthy colours radiate natural warmth and 

thanks to the original design give the floor an air of exclusivity.  

 

HARO Corkett Tigra is therefore the right choice for anyone that 

wants to create a distinctive atmosphere, and despite eagerness to 

experiment, truly believes in the importance of quality. HARO's new 

cork floor combines a unique design with a material that is the best 

that nature provides for the home in terms of ecology, building 

biology and ergonomics. Cork offers excellent foot warmth, is 

extremely durable against all kinds of stresses, and achieves 

perfect heat and sound insulation. 

 

With its high elasticity, the floor has a relieving effect on the joints 

and spine with every step. A true "health spring" just at your feet. 

Giving you a feeling of comfort as well as a treat for your eyes with 

this outstanding design - HARO Corkett Tigra has managed this 

balancing act! Interior designers and decorators will find more 

information on the new floor on HARO's website www.haro.de and 

at HARO dealers.  
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With the floor covering brand name “HARO”, Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG in 
Stephanskirchen near Rosenheim has grown to become the German market leader for parquet and 
can now look back on 60 years of experience in producing parquet. In addition to its Flooring division 
which offers parquet, cork, linoleum, laminate and Celenio floors, the Hamberger group of companies 
also incorporates the Sports Flooring, Sanitary, Hardwood, Retail, and Farming and Forestry 
divisions. Hamberger was certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 as early as 1995, followed in 1998 
by the certification of its environmental management system according to DIN EN ISO 14001. 
Hamberger has been PEFC certified since 2002. The PEFC seal provides proof that the raw 
materials from which Hamberger products are manufactured are sourced from certified, sustainably 
managed forests. Founded in 1866, the company is today managed by Peter Hamberger and Dr. 
Peter M. Hamberger, in the fourth and fifth generations. With around 1650 employees, the group of 
companies achieves an annual turnover of approx. 270 million euros. Around 40% of the company’s 
products are exported. Goods are exported to more than 90 countries around the world. Further 
details are available at www.haro.com. 


